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Practical Genre Research

Students understand that in order to write 
in different genres and settings they need to 
do a certain amount of “genre research” to 

figure out both the features of the genre and  
the specifics of the setting where the writing 

is going to be produced.  We estimate that 
more than 80% of our students leave  
course with this kind of knowledge.

         

Writing Research
Identity

   Students are able to understand 
that their “writing self” actually

changes in connection with different 
literate systems. This knowledge moves 

beyond both “basic” literacy skills and the 
ability to research new genres and writing 

situations.  It is a more nuanced 
knowledge, which allows the writer to 

both adapt to new kinds of writing and to 
visualize how their performance is 
working within that new setting.

Thus, it’s difficult to accurately assess 
how many students might be 

acquiring these skills in 
a robust way.

Practical Genre Research
This knowledge is often  associated with  
particular types of  writing  (such as learning 
to write a  resume). This kind of learning 
doesn’t always ensure a robust 
understanding of writing as existing within 
an entire “system” of activity. Additionally, 
writers can gain this kind of knowledge 
without really altering their understanding of 
how their own writing (and ability to write) 
shapes and is shaped by different systems.

Writing Research Identity
Being able to  manage a complex “writing 
research identity” allows a writer to more 
clearly access antecedent knowledge, as 
well as to identify areas where knowledge 
or skills are inadequate for new writing 
situations. It doesn’t, however, ensure that 
a writer will be successful in new situation, 
just that s/he will have tools to begin an 
exploration. Most students (80%) will have 
some access to these skills but most will not 
be able to use them consistently (or even 
consciously). 

Writing Research Activity
This skill can be difficult to acquire because 
it moves beyond a typical understanding of 
the things a person “needs to know” in 
order to learn about writing. We use various 
aspects of our “Grassroots” publications 
and activities to help both researchers and 
teachers engage in a more “research” 
oriented approach to their writing (and to 
understanding how different kinds of 
literate activity systems operate).

Understanding Literate Activity 
Systems

A basic understanding of CHAT doesn’t 
necessarily require a full understanding of 
all the terms and concepts involved in the 
theory, but it does move beyond the basic 
knowledge that there are differences 
between genres or writing situations. It 
requires the writer to understand how 
different aspects of a particular system are 
operating, (and to place him or herself as 
an actor within the system when 
necessary). This type of knowledge is 
supported by the other elements of our 
program, but may not be fully “realized” 
within 101 or 145.

While in the process of writing for ENG 101 or 145 , students do learn (and use) specific skills sets that include sentence-level grammar, 
tone, style, visual formatting, citation, etc.  They both learn new skills and discuss their existing skills sets. However, completing these 
courses successfully doesn’t mean students will be conversant with a particular skill required for writing in a new workplace, social, or 
academic setting.  

Writing
Research Activities

Learning to engage in both content
and genre research are important

skills that ENG 101 & Eng 145 both 
teach. And we expect that more than 

80% of students completing the course 
will have some skills in these areas.

However, we also work to teach students that 
a robust understanding of

both writerly identity and literate systems 
require not just discussion and analysis but 

the collection and examination of data related 
to the writing practice.  We estimate that less 

that 5% of ENG 101 students are leaving 
the course with a robust 
understanding of these 

skills.
Understanding

Literate Activity Systems

                                                           This is the most complex type of 
understanding that our ENG 101 and ENG 145 courses attempt to 

teach. In entails acquiring the ability to see any particular instance 
of literacy (any kind of production) as existing within a system of 
activity that can impacted by people, tools, concepts, settings, etc.  

This understanding will have a significant impact on a writer’s 
ability to engage with new situations where literacy is required. It 

requires a basic understanding of cultural historical activity theory              
(CHAT), and that ability to use research (data collection)

to see literate activity as it occurs in various
settings.


